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Preliminary / Topographic Surveys 
 
 
To ensure conformity in workings and quality and accuracy of product, the following 
elements must be adhered to when performing “Preliminary / Pre-Design / Topographic 
Surveys” for the City of Los Angeles’s Bureau of Engineering (BOE). 
 
Horizontal Control Points: 
 

The horizontal control points for preliminary surveys are control line survey 
monuments, generally centerline survey monuments lying within the public 
roadways. These survey monuments comprise the City’s dense horizontal control 
network of over 100,000 control monuments. The survey monuments are 
memorialized within City Engineer Field Books, most available online via the 
Bureau of Engineer’s NavigateLA website. Those Field Books not found on the 
NavigateLA website can be obtained via the Bureau of Engineer’s Vault. 
 
The street survey monuments in and around the project site must be recovered or 
re-established. If the record monuments are destroyed, a new permanent survey 
monument must reset by proper re-establishment methods. The Re-stablished 
monuments will require that centerline ties be prepared by the project Surveyor of 
Record and processed through the local BOE Survey District Office. 
Centerline ties notes must be prepared on the Bureau approved tie page form, 
those forms may be obtained from the BOE Vault. 
 
Primary horizontal control monuments must be shown on the preliminary survey 
map. Project deliverables must include centerlines, right-of-ways and project 
boundaries established by the recovered or re-established survey monuments. 
Mapped distances shall note both record City Field Book measure and the field 
measure made by the project Surveyor of Record. 
 
The basis of the coordinate origin for all projects shall be based upon the City’s 
NAD83 pseudo coordinate system. This is to say that a local coordinate obtained 
through the NavigateLA website shall be held at a single recovered or re-set survey 
monument nearest the project (The Origin Point or Origin Monument). Multiple 
coordinates cannot be held simultaneously as the City’s pseudo coordinate system 
is a patchwork of precise historic field measure, once tied to NAD27, later 
approximated to NAD83 through algorithms. 
These City Field Books and pseudo NAD83 coordinates can be obtained from the 
Survey Layer of the NavigateLA website. 

 
  



Basis Of Bearings: 
 

The NavigateLA coordinates of the “Origin Monument” shall be held at one end of a 
recovered or re-established City control line or City Centerline. 
 
The NavigateLA bearing of said recovered or re-established control line or 
centerline shall serve as the “Basis of Bearings”, (B.O.B.). The origin coordinate is 
to be held, field measure shall not altered. 
 
A Survey Plat shall be prepared noting the horizontal control used for the 
preliminary survey. 

 
Vertical Control Points: 
 

The project shall be tied to two City of Los Angeles precise benchmarks (PBM’s) 
near the project site. The most recent adjustment of the NAVD 1988 datum shall be 
held unless otherwise agreed upon. A BM level circuit shall be run from one precise 
benchmark to the other, utilizing all the previously established horizontal control 
points as turning points (TP). Side shots are not permitted in this level circuit. BM’s 
(Spikes) will be set on top of curb at every intersection for construction purposes. If 
spikes are recovered at street intersection curb returns, they shall be utilized. If the 
block is relatively long (660 feet +/-) an additional BM will be set somewhere mid-
block. This procedure essentially determines the elevations at all horizontal control 
points. The level circuit shall be included in the final “Survey Plat” 

 
Field Survey Work: 
 

For the purpose of brevity, this discussion will be limited to the salient aspects of 
the Survey Division’s field procedure that may differ from other agencies or 
companies. Said work shall adhere to City description coding for symbols and 
linework. 
 
When establishing primary horizontal control points, it is important to also establish 
the street C/L intersection survey monuments, one block away from the subject 
street on both sides, at every side street, as the observed street angles will be 
reflected in the map. 
 
If stationing is shown on the map, it will be based on the measured lengths (never 
record, or reference) of the street C/L’s. As a general guide, stationing will increase 
from north to south, and east to west. 

  



The following topographic features shall be included in the preliminary survey: 
 
Hardscape features including but not limited to curb & gutter, access ramps, 
driveways, sidewalks, concrete, asphalt concrete, walls, retaining walls, stairs, 
decorative concrete, parking meters, guard rails, mailboxes, fencing i.e. chain link, 
wood, wrought iron, etc. The condition of all hardscape shall be noted (i.g. good 
condition, damaged, etc.) 
 
Utilities including but not limited to sewer, storm drain, telephone maintenance 
holes, catch basins, drop in-lets, parkway culverts, CMP risers, power poles, 
telephone poles, guy wires, various pull boxes, traffic control panels, traffic signal 
poles, street light poles, irrigation control panels, water valves, water meters, fire 
detector checks, post indicator valves, fire hydrants, blow-offs, gas valves, gas 
meters, etc. 
 
Vegetation including but not limited to trees (to include type of tree, trunk diameter 
in inches and dripline in feet), shrubs, planter areas, etc. 

 
Office, processing of the field work: 
 

The processing of the field work shall be performed using “Carlson Survey Version 
2020” software. The BOE Survey Division shall provide a template drawing and the 
symbol library for the clients use. 
Said drawing shall include both 3 dimensional and 2 dimensional linework. All 
points shall be processed, and symbols shall also be processed in accord with the 
provided AutoCAD template drawing and pdf samples drawings. 
Said drawing shall provide a design level 3-dimensional surface, that shall also 
include contours and labels for the major contour indexes. This 3-dimensional 
surface will be relied upon by the BOE design teams. 
Said drawing shall also include the control used, to include a point number, 
description, and City Field Book reference data. Record and measured angles shall 
also be noted if necessary. Right of ways shall be included, string dimensions shall 
note street widths. 
Said drawing shall also include a north arrow, bar scale, BOE line type legend, 
BOE symbol legend, BOE abbreviations legend and note right of way. 
Said drawing shall also refer to the “Survey Plat” created from the establishment of 
the horizontal and vertical control. 

  



Product delivery: 
 

A completed copy of the Survey Plat which notes a Basis of Bearings, the City Field 
Book pages used (copies of those pages shall also be included), and note of City 
Bench Marks used and the accompanying level notes. 
A Completed AutoCAD rendering in Version 2020 drawing format, and a design 
level 3-dimensional XML file. The AutoCAD rendering shall be delivered in digital 
and pdf format.  

 
Drawing Examples and Support Files: 
 
Sample tie page form (PDF format) 
Sample tie page (PDF format) 
Sample Survey Plat (PDF format) 
AutoCAD template drawing (Digital format) 
Symbols and linetype library (contained in AutoCAD template drawing and PDF format) 
 

 


